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Enrollment
26 Instructors
Will Augment
Teaching Staff
19

ii-i" .

Changes Made Registration Of Upperclassmen And
Graduates May Send Total To 1750
In Cut Rules
By Committee
Freshmen Make Merry At Dance Rally And Theatre
Parti; Prepare To Mingle With Upperclassmen
At "Y.M.-Y.W." Mixer Tonight

Professor*, 7 Student
Assistants To Begin
Work Tomorrow

Nineteen new professors and
seven student assistants will
begin work when classes begin
tomorrow according: to a statement from President Frank J.
Prout.
The appointments were made
as follows: Dr. W. H. Brown,
Ohio State, will replace Dr. Helen
Todd as the University doctor. Dr.
Todd will continue teaching. Brown
took his internship at St. Vincent's
Charity Hospital. Cleveland, and
has recently been employed in the
health
department
of
Toledo
Schools. He is married and has

Registration observers and predictors got a jolt last night
Upperclassmen Should Note when they learned that only 575 freshmen had registered yesterday. Although 644 new students has passed through the lines,
Amendments Says
69 were transfer students with previous training.
Dean Conklin
"The registration completed yesterday is about the same as
Several changes have been the total of last year," stated John W. Bunn. in charge of regisThe freshmen enrollment was by no1*
made in the regulations governFreshing student attendance by the means complete yesterday.
executive committee of the facul- men were returning early this morning to complete their registration.
ty according to a statement reLast year's record of 603 is expectleased by A. B. Conklin, dean of ed to fall when final enrollment figstudents.
ures are available.
The changes, warned Dean
Upperclass
registration
began
Conklin, that the upperclassmen early this morning and may send the
should note are listed below us items complete enrollment to 1700 or more. Policy of Bureau Announced
one and four.
By W. H. Brown, M.D.,
Gruduatc students will enroll SaturRule one abolishes the ruling that day.
Health Director
was in force last year permitting stuThere was also a record increase
dents gratis cuts equal to the number
in the professorial ranks as 20 new
The policy of Bowling Green State
of hours the course meets each week. instructors and assistants joined the
This year entrance permits will be University teaching staff Monday. University Health Service regarding
tho approval of excuses for absence
required for every absence.
Many were filling vacancies, but
Rule four deals with the proper several of the new profs were in from classes due to illness will be as
procedure for the reinstatement of positions created by the expected follows:
1. Students who are ill shall nostudents that have been dropped from enrollment rise.
tify the Health Service as soon
class for too many absences.
Yearlings Get Acquainted
as possible of their inability to
Mr. Conklin also stated that all
After completing the serious busiattend classes whether they are
students should acquaint themselves ness of taking entrance exams, regat home or at the University.
with these rules.
istering and receiving instructions
a. Students who are able to be
1. Students when absent from for the week, the new students took
up and about are encouraged
class, will apply to the Dean of Stutime off to get acquainted with each
to seek the services of the
dents for a class entrance permit. other at the President and Faculty
Health Service at the earliAn absence that is excusable under Reception Monday night. Tuesday
est opportunity. However, the
these regulations will become an night the frosh gathered en masse
free choice of physicians is
unexcuscd absence when a student
in the stadium for a rally, following
not in any way discouraged.
fails to call for a class entrance
it with a paade downtown and a
permit immediately upon his return. theatre crash.
b. Students who depend on the
2. Classroom work is the first
Student Health Service and
Meanwhile, on the "Powell swim'responsibility of the student. Class min' hole" behind the Science Buildare too ill to visit the Health
entrance permits issued by the Dean ing tubulant waters gave out grim
Service
will
notify
the
of Students for absences in no way
Health office by telephone at
evidence that scores of frosh males
relieve the student of the responsithe earliest moment. A visit
had already taken their traditional
bility of making up work missed be- duckings.
to ascertain the seriousness
cause of absences, regardless of the
of the student's condition
On today's menu was an assembly
cause.
will be made by a University
3. Absences from classes may of all freshmen at nine o'clock in
nurse and if necessary by the
the men's gym at which officers of
be excused in case of illness, death
doctor in charge.
tho administration are to be introin the immediate family, or for trips
c Students living in the viciniduced and campus organizations
in connection with participation in presented.
ty of the University who preauthorized University activities. Exfer their family physician will
This afternoon, 1 to 6 o'clock new
cuses for illness will be granted
also notify the University
when the Student Health Service students will be instructed in the
Health office stating they are
certifies the illness. Students are use of the library, and tonight frosh
under the care of a physician.
required to report illnesses to the and upperclassmen will mingle at
A written excuse from this
the annual "Y" mixer.
Unofficial
Student Health Service.
physician will be required
forecasts
for
tonight
are
that
an
un4. When the number of unexand this presented to the docprecedented
number
of
yearlings
cused absences exceeds the number
tor In charge of the Health
of times the class meets each week will be thrown into the pond alService.
the student is automatically dropped though under the watchful eyes of
d. Students taken ill at a disfrom the course. (Former students Student Council supervisors.
tance from the University
Added to the frosh schedule of
will note that gratis cuts have been
will also notify the Health
discontinued.) The student may pe- merriment this week are picnics at
Service by phone or by postition the Dean of Students for a the City Park, Thursday for men
till card, stating they are unpermit to return to class. If the and Friday for women.
der the care of a physician.
petition is granted, the permit must
A written excuse from this
be presented to the Business Office
physician will be required
for the assessment of a reinstateand this presented to the docment fee which is 11.00 for each
tor in charge of the Health
course for which a permit is issued.
Service.
6. Absences
immediately pre2. All excuses for absence from
ceding or following regularly schedclasses because of illness must
uled vacations, other than weekTomorrow afternoon at 6:16, the
be approved by the Bowling
ends, count double, and as unex- Y. M. C. A. will sponsor a picnic
Green State University Health
cused absences.
for freshman men at the City Park.
Director, before application for
6. The above attendance reguThe group will meet on the steps of
a class entrance permit
lations apply to all students except the administration building and go
W. H. BROWN, M. D.
Juniors and Seniors who have a out to the park in cars.
Health Director
point average of 3.0, or above. UpHealth Service Office
on recommendation of the Academic
The W. S. G. A. will sponsor a Men's Gymnasium, First Floor
Deans, Student Dean, or instructor,
'
a student will be removed from the marshmallow toast for freshmen Phone 8714
girls
snd their big sisters in back of
Dean's List who appears to be takthe
dormitories
tomorrow
evening
ing undue advantage of this priviat 6:30.
Before the toast, games Stork Gets No Vacation
lege.
will be played and songs will be
As Profs Become Pops
sung.

Health Service Asks
Students To Report
Cases Of Sickness

girt, 3.

Mrs. Marie H. Bower, graduate
of Ohio Wesleyan, will be in the
English department. She completed
her M.A. at Ohio State and is now
completing her Ph.D. there.
Kenneth Cameron will
replace
Edfun Low aa Librarian. Cameron
comes here from Mercer University,
Macon, Georgia. Formerly he waa
„,.01
. librarian in the University of Mich■igan Library.
Substituting
for
Prof.
James
.M
Paul Kennedy, who is on leave of
absence, will be Lois Collins in the
If music department.
She received
her B.A. from Missouri Valley College and had her music training at
Eastman Conservatory, Rochester,
N. Y.
Martha Comstock comes to the
University's home economics staff
"Blitskreiging"
into
Bowling new handbook.
from the Country Day School In
A freshman-sophomore tug-o-war
Ccranton, Pa. where she was em- Green Sunday night and Monday
breaking was inserted aa a mercy clause:
ployed in the nursery. She received morning, the recording
"after
two weeks of haxing, the diaclass of 726 choice freshman kissed
her training at Oberlin College.
per dandies will be given a chance
The coaching staff will be in- their sweethearts and parents good
to clear themselves by leaving the
creased by the presence of Fred bye and turned to face a new life in
Marsh who Is now coaching at a University teeming with carni- sophomores on the short end of the
rope."
vorous upper-classmen.
Bowling Green High School.
If the frosh win, all hsxing will
The reception was fair and beLou Leonard and Marian Wirti
be curtailed immediately according
will be new critic teachers in the came warmer as the frosh became
to the committee's rules; if they
training school in the third and rat acquainted. Reports show that the
lose, the upperclassmen will congrades respectively. Miaa Leonard famous freshman pool saw early
tinue with a vengence for another
taught at Tenacer Hall, prep school service Monday morning, was doing
week.
in Wellsley, Mass. last year. She a brisk business by noon, and ha
The test of the manilla hemp is
received her A.B. from Western leveled off to a steady market ii
scheduled for Oct. 4, the day before
College and will receive her M.A. baptising first-year scholars.
"We all have a good time during the game with Wittenberg. A ralfrom Columbia this summer. Miaa
ly will be held that evening and in
Wirti received both her A.B. and freshman week and the haxing is
case the freshmen might win there
M.A. from Northwestern and waa administered and taken in good
formerly employed at Batavia, Illi- clean fun,'' Darl Gatchell, President will be a cap burning ceremony at
the rally.
of the Student Council stated.
nois.
"The Student Council is making , The freshman will begin wearing
Charles A. Barrel! of Bucking
their caps at noon today. They will
ham, Va. will replace Dr. Ruth a special effort to make it their busbe barred from the cross-walk beBourne in political science. He re- iness that the haxing is carried out
hind the library and any freshman
ceived hla A.B, M.A. and PhD in the proper manner," he continued.
A Council Committee,
Darwin caught will be at> the mercy of the
from Ohio State University.
He
has taught at Washington ft Lee, Mayfield, chairman, outlined fresh- upperclassmen.
Official freshman caps may be
Graduate
assistants
include: man rules which appeared in the
purchased from the Y. M. C. A. in
Howard Shine, speech; Evelyn Simthe administration building.
mons, Evelyn
Kintner,
English;
Other duties of the under-dog
Charles Drummond, chemistry and
'44'ers will be to "fill all requests,
Frances Gaines, art. Miss Gaines
open doors, doff cap and address the
comes from Lake Erie College and
upperclassmen as 'sir' and to sing
taught in the Toledo Museum of Art
Instructors in Bowling Green's in- the Alma Mater at any time.
last year. The others are all BowlKenneth Harger and Tony Frandustrial arts department are awaiting Green graduates.
ces complete the committee working
Student assistants include Harry ing word from Washington as to
on freshman rules.
Young and Clyed Clark; both are whether they will be asked to parseniors and both will work in the ticipate In the Federal Defence Program, according to a statement
chemistry department.
Jesse J. Currier will teach journ- made by Prof. E. C. Powell, recentalism and will be faculty advisor for ly. The department signified its
the Bee Gee News and the Key and desire to cooperate.
Eight thousand dollars haa been
will also handle publicity.
He rePhotographers on the yearbook
ceived his training at Ohio Wesley- spent during the summer in expanding the industrial arts department. staff, under the arm of Editor Don
an and Ohio State.
'
Orland Melville Ritchie, who re- The major portion of the money Rager, began work on the 1941 Key
ceived his Ph.D. at the University went for 100 pound brass Furnace. by shooting the freshmen early this
of Pittsburgh, will be professor of New supplies for the art department week:
Senior portraits are scheduled to
English. He did his under graduate under Miss Grace Wills, the wood
shop and the machine shop were be taken next Wednesday and work
work at Cerdarville College.
purchased.
on faculty and organisation photoArthur F. Shalk, Jr. joins the
Professor D. J. Crowley is ready graphs will continue just as fast as
faculty in the College of Business
Administration. He received both to resume his duties in the depart- the staff can get a work schedule arhis B.S. and M.A. from Ohio State. ment after a recent illness.
ranged.
The staff is offering the student
body two special features in a padded cover and personalized books
«
»
with individual names in gold on the
Sawtseabar IS, Wsamnaay
cover. Both features will be given
t a. as.—AseeasMy of all at* itadaaU. . Mam's Grama. latrammctaea el the students for an ext-a 35 cents
•f adaaiautratioa. FmuUtin •f all organisations. Cajmmma and the offer is good until next
Wednesday.
Rager was appointed editor of the
to 5 ». as.—Iiutraction la IM ml Library, Maim ReaaUmg Romas, at
annual by the Board of Publications
iadicatad •■ yaw ammmtalsaemt •oral.
last spring. At the same time Er• r- m.—"Y" aaiaar. Mra'a Gymwast-as, Praeaat Activity Card.
nest Maddack waa named business
Smrnmasabmr It, Thmraaay
manager and Bruce Esterly and
• a. m.—KscitaHems baa/la
Francis Ruth were given the assis4 ,. as—Aaaaaahly far all an >«». Practical Arts AaaVtoriasa. tant editors' posts.
Other members already named to
Praaaat Activity Card.
SilS—Picaic far fra.ha.am «... !
< by Y. at. C. A. City the staff include Marie Decker, stenKENNETH CAMERON
ographer, Harriet McKnight, literPark. Meat a* .tarn, .f Ad eMl-ia.
Kaanatk
Camaroa, akova, coma,
ary
head,
nd
Scott
Dysinger,
senior
S.30 m. as.—W. S. C. A. MarakaaaMmw Tmmat.
editor. Students are invited to try to Bowline Cram from Macon GeorSammmaar JO, Friday
out for posts on the staff, Rager gia's Mercer Umivar.ity t*> replace
5.15 ». ea Wemii far frnhaaem miaa. Baa—area1 Wy tk. W. A. A. •aid. A meeting of the Key staff Edaaam Law aa librarian. Ha foraaMast aa etas* .f Aa aV HUng,
will be held in their new office in the •sty workad at the Umlvmralry ef
All aaw staaVmes era rammlrmm to attamd all ml ta
Elementary Building next Wean as Michigan Library where Mr. Law is
aiaea. N. aw wil be amassed eawas* aa aaamesat m* I
w liWr.riaa.
■V

Sophomores Give Frosh
Warm But Damp Reception

I. A. Dept. May
Join Defense Plan

Rager Has Lensmen
Shoot Frosh For Key

Week-End
Activities

Librarian

Schedule Of The Week

The annual picnic for freshmen
women, sponsored by the Women's
Atheletic
Association, will
take
place Friday afternoon at 4:30. All
freshmen women are invited.
The girls will meet on the steps
of the Women's Building and from
there will go to the place of the
picnic

«

Proud parents this summer:
Prof, and Mrs. Lewis F. Manhart, girl
Mr. and Mrs. James Paul Kennedy,
girl
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Hayes, boy
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill C. McEwen, girl
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert W. Cooke, boy
Mr. and Mrs. John Bunn, bom

President's Message

»

Early last December the members of the Student Council volunteered to assist in bringing- to our University this fall the
choice young people from the high schools of this area. We were
concerned not with numbers but with quality. _ Throughout the
summer it has been my very great pleasure to interview a large
percentage of our freshman class. As the weeks have gone by,
I have become more and more convinced that the Student Council effort was succeeding and that we were enrolling a gifted
group of freshman men and women. Incidentally, our pre-registration figures reveal that our freshman group not only is
high in quality but is 25% greater in numbers than any proceeding freshman group.
With pride and satisfaction we welcome these splendid young
yeople to this campus. With pride and satisfaction, no leas pronounced, we greet the returning students of the advanced
classe. Faculty and student body striving together will make
this a great year in the history of this institution.
Cordially and sincerely,
F. J. PROUT
J6S3*.. >>.
•—
.__..
President
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«'•• .'h": Among Wew Prbfettsoirs Hired

J. C. REID
Chemistry

LOU LEONARD
Elementary
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They Will Begin Work When Classes Start Tomorrow Morning » »

ORLAND M. RITCHIE
English
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By ALBERT L. BOUCHER
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STAFF
Staff Meet* Every Wednesday at 7:00 P.M.

Editor

-

_

_
- Anthony A. Frances
Kohl Hall—Phone 8122

The opialons iiprMnd in Ike various signed columns
of this paper srs thoia of the writara and ara not
necessarily shared by the Baa Gas News or any other
group or individual.

Our Doors Are Open...
Another year ia beg-inninR as another freshman class registers to fill the vacancy left by
last year's crop of yearlings.
It is Bowling
Green State University's twenty-seventh freshman class.
In all the years the freshman has changer
very little. Clothing styles have made him look
different externally at various times, but he is
still o frosh, a plebe, a goat and this year's aggration is as green as ever.
But the greeting is always cordial and sincere when early in September of each year,
hundreds of new faces appear on the campus.
We are glad to see you, because in a very short
time, shorter than you think, many of you will
be seniors and leaders on the campus. One of
you will be writing this same editorial welcoming another freshman class. And you too shall
pass away and be replaced by another generation.
But during your stay here you shall not fail
to yeave your mark, to do your work, to give,
and to strive with 1700 other young men and
women to make Bowling Green State University a center of wholesome living, culture and
higher education.
THE EDITOR

Buy In Bowling Green...
To the merchants of Bowling Green the
opening of the University means that they
must prepare their stocks and services to the
exact needs of University students. Experience
has taught the merchants of all the needs and
desires of Bowling Green students, and now
their stocks and services reveal that their anticipation of student needs and luxuries has been
right
Because Bowling Green is a college town,
haberdasheries, shoe stores, drug stores, restaurants, beauty shops, dry cleaning shops,
barber shops and other stores have ready collegiate styles and services. At the same time
they realize the financial situation of most students and are therefore, very careful to keep
prices as reasonable as possible and at the
same time ell merchandise and services of high
quality.
The merchants want to serve the student body
and to prove it they have not only stocked in
anticipation of its needs but they will be taking
the initiative of advertising in this paper to
remind us from time to time what they have
for you

Highlighting The Sidelights
By tonight a new attendance record will undoubtedly be written into the registrar's ledgers, recording one
of the fastest growths numerically of all the colleges in
the United States. It Is good to see a large enrollment
in this university as well as In the other colleges of
the United States when one realises that in Europe only
military schools get the large enrollments. It would
be a happier thought to believe that all of our college
stodenU will be zealously concentrating a large part
of their educations toward learning how to do their
share in keeping America a free and peaceful country
and helping the world to be sensible permanently. If
«•» could be achieved, education will have succeeded.
e • a e
Aa the University grows in enrollment, it la also
food to set the various departments widen their activities aad heighten their standards. The speech, sthaedustriei area, easiness admiaistraaioa aad
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Somebody once said that nothing is ss old as yesterday's news. Probably quite true. Yet I would ignore
this warning and comment on the recently enacted
conscription bill.
Let's start out with a syllogism. Conscription is a
step towsrd fascism. I don't believe in fascism. Therefore, I do believe in conscription 111 Illogical, says you.
No, only paradoxical, says I. It is merely the substitution of the dynamic for the static syllogism of the
textbook. Tricky words T O. K. Let's try again.
Under the democratic price of economy of yesterday,
if the government decided that a larger military force
was necessary, it would make enlistment attractive
through propaganda, competitive pay, special privelegcs etc. But in every case it would be the individual
—not the state— who would make the final decision.
He would volunteer. The inducements would be increased to the point where it resulted in the desired
number of enlistments. That was yesterday.
Under the Conscription Act It is the State—not the
individual—who makes the final decision. It relies
on its coercive powers rather than economic inducements and voluntarism for results. That such military
service might mean economic sacrifice or the disruption of individual careers is recognized and defended.
Here we seem to havo penetrated to the heurt of
the matter. With voluntary enlistment, it ia the Individual who is the final arbitrer. With conscription
it is the Siutc
Secretary Knox recognized this point when he intimated that ho would oppose voluntary enlistments
even if it did bring the proper number of men. It was
the psychology of conscription that he favored—Subordination of the individual to the general welfare.
As an individual I don't like to be told what to do.
I don't like military life or being taught how to kill. I
have certain plans for the future which leave no room
for even a year of military training. And yet despite
all this, I am realistic enough to appreciate that the
highest duty of any state is to provide its own selfpreservation. I realize that with our highly integrated
economic system and its mass production our individual lives are linked to that of our neighbors like an
endless chain so that to give life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness to one person is to give it to all. And
yet, to get back to our original paradox, I also realize
that to give the most abundant life to the whole people
is to place national interests—the general welfare—
above individual interests. This means education and
personal sacrifice.
Although I am opposed to fascism, I believe that due
to the interdependent machine economy of today, a
tendency towards the philosophy of totalitarianism is
necessary if we sre to avoid the extremes of either anarchy or fascism. Reluctantly, I say that we must start
out with the given economic system and then insist on
the greatest possible degree of Individualism that is
compatible with the general welfare in terms of national interests. I believe such reasoning leads to support for military conscription.
graduate school departments are those which have
made the most commendable achievements last year
and appear to be ready to go further this year.
The building program has been continued with the
new Women's dormitory scheduled to be opened November 1. A new baseball diamond will be ready this
spring, and the arboretum is coming along as fast as
nature will allow. Meanwhile, agitation and pressure
will be continued to be directed at the state legislature for the building of a much needed science building.
Noticeable in the flock of incoming freshmen were
those more than ever before who gave as their home
towns such names aa Cleveland, Toledo, Lima, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, Mich., Sandusky, Lorain, New
York City and many other cities in other states. Of
course, the University still continues to draw most of
its students from the Northwestern Ohio cities of Fremont, Fostoria, Napoleon, Findlay, Bryan, Defiance,
Liberty Center, Maumee and many other smaller
towns and villages and from rural areas. However,
the presence of residents of rural and metropolitan
areas with their diversified opinions and manner of
doing things presents students with the opportunity
to discuss ideas and affairs with others who may have
entirely opposite view points. Especially is this true
today in speaking of world affairs. For example, eastern students, with whom the wrlttor has had the opportunity to speak, have expressed themselves all aa
being much more alarmed over a possibility of a Hitler invasion of this hemisphere than do mid-western
students.
This situation of conflicting opinions and manners
of work is good for under-worked brain cells, especially if a mind has become stagnant from accepting popular local opinion aa a matter of course.
It is s cosmopolitan campus population that helps
as beep a to think more open mindedly. Fortunately
ear eaaapua is hesnsalng just that.

LOIS COLLINS
Music

At The Cinema
CLA-ZEL
Four of Hollywood's biggest stars,
Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert and Hedy Lamarr,
star in the highly rated "Boom
Town", showing here tonight, tomorrow, Fri. and Sat. Story of the
rush for oil in a Texas town. Recommended.
Sunday and Monday brings "Rangers of Fortune", story of three
knights of the saddle who take up
the battle of a country editor who
is fighting land-grabbers in the west
Stars Fred MacMurry, Albert Dekker and Gilbert Roland.
"The Man I Maried" is Francis
Lederer in the Bhow of the same
name here Tuesday. Joan Bennett
is the wife revealing the amazing
experiences of a beautiful girl with
the husband she thought she knew.
LYRIC

_

"The Secret Seven" comes here
tomorrow night starring Florence
Rice, Barton MacLane and Bruce
Bennett. Miracle men of science
turn Minute Men of Law and order.
Friday and Saturday brings another thriller of the Northwest
Mounted Police, "River's End."
Dennis Morgan, George Tobias take
the leads.
Charlie Chun fans will go to see
"Charlie Chan at the Wax Museum"
Saturday and Sunday. The famous
pic-detective is up to his old tricks
tracking down a murderer in a wax
museum, a front for a crooked doctor's facial surgery racket.
"20 Mule Team", saga of the
Death Valley pioneers, shows here
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Stars
Wallace Beery and Leo Carrillo.
I This coupoa hat a
I Value of

20c

S day* only—
Sat. and Sun.
Wed.-Thur.-Fri.
Against the purchase of a Sheaffar Finalina Pencil with State
University insignia.

MRS. MARIE H. BOWER
English

THE LYRIC
WED.
Sept IS
Tyrone Power, Dorothy
Lamour in

"JOHNNY APOLLO"
THUR.

RALPH A. SCHALLER
Biology

ROGERS BROS.

DRUG STORE

Next to Cla-Zel For
FOUNTAIN SERVICE aad
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Sept Iff

Bruce Bennett, Florence
Rice in

"THE SECRET SEVEN"

WELCOME!
University Service Sta.

The funniest, L*ua;h ingest
• Use
attraction of
ita
kind I

"At the University campus"
C. Yoder, Prop.

Marathon Gas and Oil

"GOOFY AUCTION"

On our stage every Thur.
at 8:30 . . . Bring anything
and everything, the auctioneer may wish to buy it.
Jack Pot This Week $3.00

FRI.-SAT.
Sept 20-21
Open 2:16 Sat.
Denins Morgsn, Elizabeth
Earl in

"RIVERS END"
Plus last chapter "Adventuraa
of Red Ryder"
SUN.-MON.

Expert Beauty work to
fit your individual
styles

Kay Ann Beauty
Shop

Sept. 22-23

Open 2:15 Sun.
Sidney Toles, Joan Valerie in
"Charlie Chan at The
Wax Museum"
TUE.-WED.
Sept. 24-28
Wallace Beery in

"20 MULE TEAM"

The CLA-ZEL
WED.THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
Sept 18-19-20-21
Open 2:16 Fri.-Sat
C. GABLE, S. TRACY in

"BOOM TOWN"
SUN.-MON.
Sept. 22-23
Open 2:16 Sun.
FRED MacMURRAY in

"RANGERS OF
FORTUNE"

Rappaport SaysStudents and facultywill find most of their
needs in
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
NOTE BOOKS
FOUNTAIN PENS
GREETING CARDS
NOVELTIES
DECORATIONS
LAMPS
GIFTS, ETC.
At The Right Price
Come in end look around . . .
You are always welcome I

TUE ONLY
Sept. 24
Open 2:16
JOAN BENNETT in

"THE MAN I
MARRIED"

PARROT
RESTAURANT
UNIVERSITY STORE

" Across from the campus"

GLAMOUR IS YOURS
Few can describe glamour—
but all recognize it. More to the
point—many women may possess it Fewer reveal its presence, permitting it to hide beneath un-cared for charms. It
is this Beauty Salon's business
to CARE for those charms
which reflect Glamour. May
we show—you?
A beautiful jar of Hand
Cream given free to each student having an appointment in
our shop during September.

FRESHMEN! Here's One Rule
Not In The Book
YOU may have to wear a freshman cap, but
there's no rule against wearing Arrow
shirts. No doubt you've discovered by this
time that more college men wear Arrow shirts
than any other brand shirt. There are reasons:
The superb Arrow collar, the Mitoga cut, the
anchored buttons, and the permanent fit (Sanforized-Shrunk, fabric shrinkage less than
1%). All these extra values plus authentic
styling are yours for the small sum of $2.
Buy a stack of Gordon oxfords as a starter
—-you'll never regret it

Ideal Beauty Shop
PWaaa 2231

1M R Wooater Street

ARROWSHIRTS

601.09
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I FALCON NOT
TW1U BE QUITE A JOB ...
Now that the phenomenal weather has started and the trees have commenced to turn that autumn brown color it is best to turn away from those
summer diversions to consider what will no doubt be the most talked of
subject on the campus for the next couple of months, well, anyway up until
Thanksgiving time.
Yes, the subject for consideration here as well as throughout the nation is, of course, football and as Coach Harry Ockerman is getting his
prospective 1940 grid machine unlimbered it might be well to see what this
same Falson mentor has outlined for his charges in the way of a schedule.
It is the opinion of this sports colmunist that the 1940
schedule is the toughest that has been lined up for any
Falcon football team. Although the opening date has not
been filled and there might be a last minute change In the
dates of some of the games, the fracases that are dated will
really make the Brudrinski captained lads hustle if they
expect to end up with a record as good as last fall's record
of six wins, one tie and one defeat.
SEPTEMBER 28 STILL OPEN . . .
Coach Ockerman expected to fill the opening date of Sept. 28 during
the rammer recess but it seems that no teams could be contacted for this
date so it will give the footballers an extra week of practice before the
going gets to tough.
The second date, Oct 5, will find the Falcons entertaining a Wittenberg
team on the local field.
The Wittenberg-Bowling Green get-together has
always been a tough game, and the fact that the Ockermen ran off with a
19-1S victory at Springfied ast year won't make the Lutherans any less
desiroaa of winning.
A second migration day will be held on Oct. 12 when the Falcons travel
down Route 26 to battle the Flndlay College Oilers. There ia a possibility
that this game will be played at night. This will add a little variety to the
tough eight game schedule of the Falcons.
Michigan Normal's battling Hurons will come here for Homecoming
Oct. 19 seeking revenge for the 23-18 lacing the Falcons gave them last year.
The Tpailanti institution is the alma mater of Coach Ockerman.
On Oct. 26 the Brown and Orange gridders will travel to Columbus to
play Capital University. The Capitalists were the only team to defeat the
statera last year, and this was by the close score of 7-6.
Kent State will come here for a game Nov. 2, and if the Golden Flashes
remember the way the Falcons spoiled their homecoming last year by giving
them a 34-0 drubbing, they will no doubt be out to turn the tables on the
Ockermen.
The first football game with Wooster College in the Falcon history will
be played at Wooster on the following week-end. The game will be of interest to Bowling Green students and citizens as the 1940 captain of the
Scots is Dick Gernert, son of Dr. W. H. Gerncrt of Bowling Green.

WTLL PLAY KENTUCKY TEACHERS .. .
The big event of the season in the eyes of the players and boosters alike
will be the game played against Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College
at Richmond, Ky., on Nov. 16. The game will be the first for the Falcons in
Kentucky, and probably will constitute the longest trip ever made by any
BGSU athletic team. The teachers college is about the same size as Bowling
Green with an enrollment of 600 men and 760 women. Other bits of information about the teachers are, their colors are maroon and white, they are
called the Maroons, they have a 76 piece marching band, they have a concrete stadium with a seating capacity of 6,000—it's named the Hanger, they
are members of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association, and their
head football coach—if he hasn't found a better job, is Rome Bankin who
has a record of turning out good football teams.
The Ockermen will wind-up the season's festivities when they take a
jaunt up to Detroit to engage the Wayne University Tarters in a Turkey Day
fracas. The game was originally boooked for the Saturday after the holiday
but it was changed by the Wayne officials during the summer.
Last year the brood upaet the favored motor city eleven on the. local
gridiron by a close 9-0 count and the Tarters will no doubt be out to win
this one.
So there they are, Bowling Green's hit parade, probably the toughest
eight tunes played by any band of Falcons in the history of the school.
A SHOT IN THE ARM .. .
Although the reports in the Toledo paper that Pep Justo, the former DeSalea College boxing coach, has been hired to tutor the pugilistic
sport at Bowling Green have not been verified by the president's office it has
been found out that he will be enrolled in the University as a post graduate
student and will no doubt take a hand in the boxing on the campus. To
date the fistic endeavors have been sponsored by the Vanity Club with
graad success and with the aid of a veteran fighter and coach to serve aa a
; in the arm" it will rise to new heights on the campus.
CROSS COUNTRY
O.ts.sr
8 Oberli.. here
19 Ope. sinew
86 Case Sehoal of

Applied

WELCOME
STUDENTS
Scl-

8 Ashland Coll.,., here
t At Wooster College
18 Conf.r.nco Meet at Okerlin

Welcome Students!

G. & M. Cut
Rate Drugs
100 S. Main St.
PHONE 6071

TOBACCO aad CANDIES
PASTRIES

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP

University Service Sta.

SHOES DYED ANY COLOR

"At the University campus"

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR JOE . . . YOU'LL
FIND HIM AT THE PARROT.

Complete Fountain Service
Lunches . Sandwiches
Regular Meals
if Save ten percent on meal tickets

PARROT RESTAURANT
-ACROSS PROM TOR CAMPUS"
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Harriers To
Start Drills
For Season
Five Award Winner* Are
Expected To Return
For Service
A call for canidates for the 1940
edition of the Falcon Cross Country
team will be isued during the next
week, according to Coach Paul E.
Landis, cross country coach.
Although it was thought for a
while that the sport would be dropped from the athletic set-up it now
appears that since Coach Landis has
been relieved of his duties as Freshman football coach that the sport
should rise to new heights.
There will be five veteran hill
and dalers back from last year's
team that won three, lost three and
finished fourth in the Ohio Conference meet.
The lettermen that are expected
to form the nuecleua for this year's
team are Jim Onifrio, Jay Parker,
Louis DeSandro, Luthur Rosen and
Benny Hichels. There will also be
some fine Sophomore candidates on
hand to give the award winners a
go for their money.
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36 Falcons Assemble For
Initial Grid Workouts Here
Ockerman Sends Squad Through Double t.Pool Is Ready
Training Sessions Daily; Twelve
For Big Year
Lettermen In Uniform

Three dozen Falcon gridders responded to Coach Harry Ockerman's first call for canidates for the 1940 Brown and Orange
football team.
Included in the group of 36 huskies that went through the
first conditioning drills were 12 of the 14 returning lettermen.
The only award winners that did not put in an appearance at
the initial practice were Dewey Johnson, last years' pile driving
fullback and Captain-elect of the 1940-41 cage team and Don
Brashley monogram winning guard.
Position. Assigned
The canidates will continue twoAlthough no positions sre cinched
-a-day sessions until the commenc- and there will be changes later on,
ing of classes in preparation for each man has been assigned a set of
their opener against
Wittenberg playa to learn.
Bob Barnett who earned considerCollege on the local field Oct. 6.
Coach Ockerman has announced able state-wide mention for his
work last yesr, is the leading right
several changes and shifts that he guard candidate.
His understudies
expects will bolster the team consid- are two freshmen hefties in the pererably. Ralph Foster has been shif- sons of Tony Amos and Boyd
ted to an end post from his halfback Smith.
Kmil Ihnat has the inside track
position.
He is expected to share
the left end assignment with Good for the left tackle post but will reand Bob Roper.
Chuck Catanese ceive plenty of opposition from Bob
has been returned to the pivot po- Eckert and Don Haliwell.
The left guard position was left
sition where he won much scclsim
Remodeling of the trsining room in his sophomore yesr before being open when Don Brashley, who won
in the men's physical education shifted into the backfield last year his award as "Pasty" Knecht's unbuilding has Just been completed to take over the fullback duties. He derstudy, dropped from school at
Although Don exand the installation of the new will receive able assistance from let- the semester.
equipment has been made in pre- terman Tabler and Ralph Quisen- pected to return to summer school
paration for the 1940 football sea- bery. Another change finds Dick and thereby maintain his eligibility
Leathers, who was a reserve full- he found steady employment in a
son.
The remodeling work included the back last year, being switched to steel mill and he will not return this
doubling of the available floor space the right tackle slot. The compe- year.
At present Bud Shirk and Dick
and the placing of a wall of win- tition for this job will be torrid,
dows along the west side of the however, as two 200-pounders up Dunipace.. reserves from last years'
from the frosh squad in the persons squad, and sophomores Eugene Ritroom.
The new equipment that has been of Steve Randolph and Bob Mc- chie and Bob Oswald arc candidates
purchased by the athletic depart- Cloud are after the job. The final for this post.
ment includes a whirl pool steam change finds the hard plunging DePlenty of Back. Return
bath, a diathermic ray machine and wey Johnson being moved over to
Harold Mchlow is the returning
two infra-red lamps.
These ma- the vacated fullback spot. His comchines will be used to treat sprains petitors for the job arc Lowell Siel- veteran performer at tho right
and bruises. Also a ultra delux shot, Don Blatchford and Frank Ca- flank. Paul Becker and Chuck Buckenmeyer are other right wingmen.
sabon.
medicine kit has been purchased.
The quarterback post will be
shared by two lettermen, Ed. Mussill and John Fails. They will receive support from Bob Dillman.
Captain Steve Brudzinski is a
fixture at *he left halfback post.
His understudies are Ted Grignon,
Winnie Park and Tom Temple.
Eddie Wellner and Frank Usak
Bowling Green State University will have three new mem- arc sharing the other backfield post
bers on its athletic department staff according to announcements with Mike Kish in reserve.
made by President F. J. Prout's during the summer.
Although the only full-time member that is being added is
Fred E. Marsh, who will teach hygiene and coach freshfan football and basketball, LaMar Knecht and Joe Glander will serve
as graduate assistants.
Mr. Marsh resigned his position

Training Room Is
Enlarged, Equipped

Fred E. Marsh, Joe Glander,
Posty Knecht Join P. E. Staff

Madaras Chosen
On All-Star Eleven

"Bowling Green will be Swim
Conscience this year," stated Director of the Natntorium M. Budd
Cox, "if our new plan works out as
M expect it to and I believe it will."
The only stipulation, however, is
that the activity card is signed by
Dr. W. H. Brown of tho health service which would indicate that the
swimmers are physically fit.
"This year," ho went on, "the
registration fee for the use of the
pool is included in registration fees,
so there will be 1700 swimmers on
the campus."
As usual the suits and towels will
be furnished but it will be mandatory for all swimmers to have caps
of their own. Caps will be on sale
at the natatorium at cost.
A new ceiling has been put in tho
natatorium and new equipment has
been installed.
The pool will be open for inspection by students snd faculty members form 9:30 to 11:80 a. m., 1 to
5 and 7 to 9 p. m. daily and will be
put on its full schedule September
23.
Visitors are requested by Mr.
Cox to use the front entrance and
the galleries, being sure to stay off
the decks.

Intramural Heads
Plan Big Program
The biggest year yet is the goal of
the intramural department under
the supervision of Coach Paul E.
Landis. Putting forth the motto of
"A sport for every man" tho department under the direct control of
Senior Student
Manager
Robert
Wayland expects to serve an even
larger number of men with a more
rounded, program.
Among the sports that will be
sponsored by the department will
be boxing,
basketball,
volleyball,
handball, ping pong, weight-lifting,
tennis, golf, and shufflcboard, softball and swimming.
Although the freshman managers
have not been named as yet a parcel list of men that arc expected to
aid Manager Wayland include Fred
Graf, assistant
senior
manager;
Johnny Kcown, junior
manager,
Jim Showkeer,, sophomore manager
and Jay Stemcn and Eugene Thomas assistants.

as physical education director and
Big George Madaras, 230 pound COUPON—This adv. and 30c will
assistant coach at Bowling Green end from the 1939 Falcon football
clean and press s pair of trousers,
a sweater, or a skirt. Coupon must
High School to accept his new posi- team, won additional honors for
There are several opening.
be presented. Home Laundry and
Ia the etadeat manager's staff
tion on the University staff. How- himself and Bowling Green State
University when he was elected, by
for the coming football .ee.on.
Dependable Dry Cleaners, 168 W.
ever
it
is
not
the
first
time
he
has
state-wide balloting, for a position
Any upperct.ssmen who are InWooster St.
served the University as its Fresh- on the Cleveland Press All-Star
terested in this work are urged
man coach as he performed these team that played the Cleveland
to report to Coach Harry Ockerduties in 1934, the year he grad- Rams, National league professional
man while prospective Fro.h
football team, in a charity game.
managers should contact Coach
uated.
Fred Marsh.
During the six years he served at
Although the pros turned out to
Rewards will be given theae
the high school, he worked out his much for the college boys and won
managers for their work.
M. A. at Columbia Universit's Col- In a walk by a 29-0 count, George
lege of Education during summer earned himself considerable praise
for his fine end play.
Other Ex-Falcon footballers that
"Gift. For Every Occasion"
"""reddle or Fred, as Mr. Marsh Is known to his friends, besides being a
just missed being chosen on the
keen student of athletic technique and a firm believer in good sportsman- Press Team were Captain Ed Siminship, hss also made a fine record for himself as an athlete.
ski and LeMar "Posty" Knecht, AllHeadquarters
During his dsys st Bowling Green High School, Coah Marsh was a star Ohio selections last fall and Mike
in both basketball and football, being elected captain of the cage team m Kormazis, who was chosen on the
for
All American Greek team at the end
his senior year.
He entered Denison University and during his one yesr there he earned of last sesson's plsy. These boys
University Jewelry
his numerals in football. The following year he transfered to Bowling were all in the first ten in the balGreen where he established himself as one of the better gridders in the loting for their positions and lost
and
state by being nsmed on sevral mythical all-star tam. Also he continued out by a very small margin.
In
another
All-Star
selection
Arhis work on the hardwoods under the Brown and Orange banner.
Fraternity and Sorority
chie Steele, 130 pound Falcon quarCoach Marsh is married and is the father of a baby girl.
terback
for
three
years,
landed
He is active in Bowling Green civic affairs, being one of the more active
Jewelry
ninth place in the balloting for
members of the newly-formed Country Club. He is also one of the city's
quarterback on the aggregation that
better golfers.
....
played the Green Bay Packers at
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED—
Joe Glsnders, who nas taken up his duties as athletic trainer came here Soldiers Field
in Chicago. Had
from Sandusky where he served In the public schools ss Junior High coach his 240,000 votes placed him one
step higher in the ranks he would
and Senior High School trainer.
Diamonds . . W.tche.
have made the team that battled
Mr. Glanders plans to work on his
Jewelry . . Ring.
the
championship
pro
team.
degree in Biological Sciences, undertaking projecta relative to the field
Sheeffer Peas . . Pencil.
of caring for athletic injuries.
Greetings Card.
Joe took his undergraduate work
at Ohio University, graduating in
Printed Stationery
1936. He majored in physical education and completed minors in
Lacien LeLong Perfaase.
A hamburg that is a
social and biological sciences. While
Otto
he wss there he earned his varsity
meal in itself
award In track.
Trainer Glandera is married and
121 N. Main Street
Next to Cross Motor Sales
the father of three children, one of
South Main Street
which is not yet two weeks old.
LaMAR KNECHT
PHONE 8404
Lamar Knecht, or "Posty" as he is better known, is the second member
of the staff serving on a student asaistantship.

Notice

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

Giant Hamburg

IF YOU LIKE THE
BEST IN FOODEAT at

Harvey's
Restaurant
fl. W. BEATTEE, Prop.
188 W. Weester

Shoe Repairing

Shine

SAMMY'S
Valet Service Shop
118 W.st Weoster

Neat to Police Oetee
.TOR A SYNCOPATED SHINE SEE CEORCE OR SAMMY"

Dry Cleaning

PHONE 6901

rfatta Blocked
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« \J#'\ Among New Professors Hired

LOU LEONARD
Elementary

J. C. REID
Chemistry
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They Will Begin Work When Classes Start Tomorrow Morning » »

ORLAND M. RITCHIE
English

Fragments of Thought
By ALBERT L. BOUCHER
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1940
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STAFF
Staff Meeta Every Wedneaday at 7:00 P.M.

Editor

_

Anthony A. Frances
Kohl Hall—Phone 8122

The opinion* expressed in the various signed columns
of this paper ere those of the writers and are not
necessarily shared by the Bee Gee News or any other
group or individual.

Our Doors Are Open...
Another year is beginning as another freshman class registers to fill the vacancy left by
last year's crop of yearlings.
It is Bowling
Green State University's twenty-seventh freshman class.
In all the years the freshman has changer
very little. Clothing styles have made him look
different externally at various times, but he is
still o frosh, a plebe, a goat and this year's aggration is as green as ever.
But the greeting is always cordial and sincere when early in September of each year,
lundreds of new faces appear on the campus.
We are glad to see you, because in a very short
time, shorter than you think, many of you will
be seniors and leaders on the campus. One of
you will be writing this same editorial welcoming another freshman class. And you too shall
pass away and be replaced by another generation.
But during your stay here you shall not fail
to yeave your mark, to do your work, to give,
and to strive with 1700 other young; men and
women to make Bowling Green State University a center of wholesome living, culture and
higher education.
THE EDITOR

Buy In Bowling Green...
To the merchants of Bowling Green the
opening of the University means that they
must prepare their stocks and services to the
exact needs of University students. Experience
has taught the merchants of all the needs and
desires of Bowling Green students, and now
their stocks and services reveal that their anticipation of student needs and luxuries has been
right
Because Bowling Green is a college town,
haberdasheries, shoe stores, drug stores, restaurants, beauty shops, dry cleaning shops,
barber shops and other stores have ready collegiate styles and services. At the same time
they realize the financial situation of most students and are therefore, very careful to keep
prices as reasonable as possible and at the
same time ell merchandise and services of high
quality.
The merchants want to serve the student body
and to prove it they have not only stocked in
anticipation of its needs but they will be taking
the initiative of advertising in this paper to
remind us from time to time what they have
for you

Highlighting The Sidelights
By tonight a new attendance record will undoubtedly be written into the regHtrar'a ledgers, recording one
of the fastest growths numerically of all the colleges in
the United States. It is good to see a large enrollment
In this university as well aa in the other colleges of
the United States when one realises that in Europe only
military schools get the large enrollments. It would
be a happier thought to believe that all of our college
ttadents will be zealously concentrating a large part
of their educations toward learning how to do their
ahare in keeping America a free and peaceful country
and helping the world to be sensible permanently. If
that coald be achieved, education will have succeeded.
.«• e • •
A« the University grows in enrollment, it la also
good to see the various departments widen their sett▼"«•» «■? "»l«»ten their standards. The speech, ath■"• -dusrtriai art*, eaifiss sssjln Is! i seise and
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LOIS COLLINS
Musie

At The Cinema
CLA-ZEL
Four of Hollywood's biggest stars,
Spencer Trscy, Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert and Hedy Lamarr,
star in the highly rated "Boom
Town", showing here tonight, tomorrow, l-'ri. and Sat. Story of the
rush for oil in a Texas town. Recommended.
Sunday and Monday brings "Rangers of Fortune", story of three
knights of the saddle who take up
the battle of a country editor who
is fighting land-grabbers in the west.
Stars Fred MacMurry, Albert Dekker and Gilbert Roland.
"The Man I Maried" is Francis
Lederer in the show of the same
name here Tuesday. Joan Bennett
is the wife revealing the amazing
experiences of a beautiful girl with
the husband she thought she knew.

Somebody once said that nothing is as old as yesterday's news. Probably quite true. Yet I would ignore
this warning and comment on the recently enacted
conscription bill.
Let's start out with a syllogism. Conscription Is a
step toward fascism. I don't believe in fascism. Therefore, I do believe in conscription 111 Illogical, says you.
No, only paradoxical, says I. It is merely the substitution of the dynamic for the static syllogism of the
textbook. Tricky words? O. K. Let's try again.
Under the democratic price of economy of yesterday,
if the government decided that a larger military force
was necessary, it would make enlistment attractive
through propaganda, competitive pay, special priveleges etc. But in every case it would be the Individual
—not the state— who would make the final decision.
He would volunteer. The inducements would be increased to the point where it resulted in the desired LYRIC
_
number of enlistments. That was yesterday.
"The Secret Seven" comes here
Under the Conscription Act it is tho State—not the tomorrow
night starring Florence
individual—who makes the final decision. It relies Rice, Barton MacLane and Bruce
on its coercive powers rather than economic induce- Bennett. Miracle men of scien.ee
ments and voluntarism for results. That such military turn Minute Men of Law and orservice might mean economic sacrifice or the disrup- der.
tion of individual careers is recognized and defended.
Friday and Saturday brings anHero we seem to have penetrated to the heart of other thriller of the Northwest
the matter. With voluntary enlistment, it is the In- Mounted Police, "River's End."
dividual who is the final arbitrer. With conscription Dennis Morgan, George Tobias take
the leads.
it is the Stair.
Charlie Chan fans will go to see
Secretary Knox recognized this point when he in"Charlie Chan at the Wax Museum"
timated that ho would oppose voluntary enlistments Saturday
and Sunday. The famous
even if it did bring the proper number of men. It was pic-detective is up to his old tricks
the psychology of conscription that he favored—Sub- tracking down a murderer in a wax
ordination of the individual to the general welfare.
museum, a front for a crooked docAs an individual I don't like to be told what to do. tor'a facial surgery racket.
"20 Mule Team", saga of the
I don't like military life or being taught how to kill. I
have certain plans for the future which leave no room Death Valley pioneers, shows here
Stars
for even a year of military training. And yet despite Tuesday and Wednesday.
Wullace Beery and Leo Carrillo.
all this, I am reuliatic enough to appreciate that the
highest duty of any state is to provide Its own selfpreservation. I realize that with our highly integrated
| This coupon has a
economic system and its mass production our individI Value of
ual lives arc linked to that of our neighbors like an
endless chain so that to give life, liberty, and the purS days only—
suit of happiness to one person is to give it to all. And
Sat. and Sun.
yet, to get back to our original paradox, I also realize
that to give tho most abundant life to the whole people
Wed.-Thur.-Fri.
is to place national Interests—the general welfare—
Against the purchase of a Sheafabove individual interests. This means education and
fer Fineline Pencil with State
personal sacrifice.
University insignia.
Although I am opposed to fascism, I believe that due
to the interdependent machine economy of today, a
tendency towards the philosophy of totalitarianism is
necessary if we are to avoid the extremes of either anarchy or fascism. Reluctantly, I say that we must start
UNIVERSITY STORE
out with the given economic system and then insist on
the greatest possible degree of individualism that is
" Across from the campus"
compatible with the general welfare In terms of national interests. I believe such reasoning leads to support for military conscription.

20c

MRS. MARIE H. BOWER
English

THE LYRIC
WED.
Sept. IS
Tyrone Power, Dorothy
Lamour in

"JOHNNY APOLLO"
THUR.
Sept. It
Bruce Bennett, Florence
Rice in

"THE SECRET SEVEN"

RALPH A. SCHALLER
Biology

ROGERS BROS.
DRUG STORE

Next to Cla-Zel For
FOUNTAIN SERVICE amsl
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

WELCOME!
University Service Sta.
Marathon G«. and Oil

Th« funnisnt, Lau|hinf«it
•lag* attraction of
ita

"At the University campus"
C. Yoder, Prop.

"GOOFY AUCTION"

On our stage every Thur.
at 8:30 . . . Bring anything
and everything, the auctioneer may wish to buy it.
Jack Pot This Week $3.00

FRI.-3AT.
Sept. 20-21
Open 2:16 Sat.
Denins Morgan, Elizabeth
Earl in

"RIVERS END"

Plus last chapter "Adventures
of Red Ryder"
SUN. MON.

Expert Beauty work to
fit your individual
styles

Kay Ann Beauty
Shop

Sept. 22-23

Open 2:15 Sun.
Sidney Toles, Joan Valerie in
"Charlie Chan at The
Wax Museum"
TUE.-WED.
Sept. 24-25
Wallace Beery in

"20 MULE TEAM"

The CLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
Sept. 18-19 20 21
Open 2:16 Fri.-Sat
C. GABLE, S. TRACY in

"BOOM TOWN"
SUN.-MON.
Sept. 22-23
Open 2:15 Sun.
FRED MacMURRAY in

"RANGERS OF
FORTUNE"

Rappaport SaysStudents and faculty
will find most of their
need* in
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
NOTE BOOKS
FOUNTAIN PENS
CREETINC CARDS
NOVELTIES
DECORATIONS
LAMPS
GIFTS, ETC.
At The Right Price
Come in and look around . . .
You are always welcome I

TUE ONLY
Sept. 24
Open 2:16
JOAN BENNETT in

"THE MAN I
MARRIED"

PARROT
RESTAURANT

graduate school departments are those which have
made the most commendable achievementa last year
and appear to be ready to go further this year.
The building program has been continued with the
new Women's dormitory scheduled to be opened November 1. A new baseball diamond will be ready this
spring, and the arboretum is coming along as fast as
nature will allow. Meanwhile, agitation and pressure
will be continued to be directed at the state legislature for the building of a much needed science building.
Noticeable in the flock of incoming freshmen were
those more than ever before who gave as their home
towns such nsmes as Cleveland, Toledo, Lima, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, Mich., Sandusky, Lorain, New
York City and many other cities in other states. Of
course, the University still continues to draw most of
its students from the Northwestern Ohio cities of Fremont, Fostoria, Napoleon, Flndlay, Bryan, Defiance,
Liberty Center, Maumee and many other smaller
towns and villages and from rural areas. However,
the presence of residents of rural and metropolitan
areas with their diversified opinions and manner of
doing things presents students with the opportunity
to discuss ideas and affairs with others who may have
entirely opposite view points. Especially is this true
today in speaking of world affairs. For example, eastern students, with whom the writter baa had the opportunity to speak, have expressed themselves all as
being much more alarmed over a possibility of a Hitler invasion of this hemisphere than do mid-western
students.
This situation of conflicting opinions and manners
of work is good for under-worked brain cells, especially if • mind has become stagnant from accepting popular local opinion as a matter of course.
It is • cosmopolitan campus population that helps
as begin to think snore open mindedly. Fortunately
ear esuapua Is bunilng Jus* that

GLAMOUR IS YOURS
Few can describe glamour—
but all recognize it. More to the
point—many women may possess it. Fewer reveal its presence, permitting it to hide beneath un-cared for charms. It
is this Besuty Salon's business
to CARE for those charms
which reflect Glamour. May
we show—yout
A beautiful jar of Hand
Cream given free to each student having an appointment in
our shop during September.

Ideal Beauty Shop
Pkene 2131
IM & Wooster Street

FRESHMEN! Here's One Rule
Not In The Book
YOU may have to wear a freshman cap, but
there's no rule sgsinst wearing Arrow
shirts. No doubt you've discovered by this
time that more college men wear Arrow shirts
than any other brand shirt There are reasons:
The superb Arrow collar, the Mi toga cut, the
anchored buttons, and the permanent fit (Sanforized-Shrunk, fabric shrinkage leas than
1%). All these extra values plus authentic
styling are yours for the small sum of $2.
Buy a stack of Gordon oxfords as a starter
—you'll never regret it.

ARROW SHIRTS
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I ,FALC€N NOT
TW1U BE QUITE A JOB ...
Now that the phenomenal weather has started and the trees have commenced to turn that autumn brown color it is best to turn away from those
summer diversions to consider what will no doubt be the most talked of
subject on the campus for the next couple of months, well, anyway up until
Thanksgiving time.
Yes, the subject for consideration here as well as throughout the nation is, of course, football and as Coach Harry Ockerman is getting his
prospective 1940 grid machine unlimbered it might be well to see what this
same Falson mentor has outlined for his charges in the way of a schedule.
It is the opinion of this sports colmunist that the 1940
schedule is the toughest that has been lined up for any
Falcon football team. Although the opening date has not
been filled and there might be a last minute change in the
dates of some of the games, the fracases that are dated will
really make the Brudxinski captained lads hustle if they
expect to end up with a record as good as last fall's record
of six wins, one tie and one defeat.

SEPTEMBER 28 SITU. OPEN . ..

Coach Ockerman expected to fill the opening date of Sept. 28 during
the summer recess but it seems that no teams could be contacted for this
date so it will give the footballers an extra week of practice before the
going get* to tough.
The second date, Oct. 5, will find the Falcons entertaining « Wittenberg
team on the local field.
The Wittenberg-Bowling Green get-together has
always been a tough game, and the fact that the Ockermen ran off with a
19-18 victory at Springfled ast year won't make the Lutherans any less
desiroas of winning.
A second migration day will be held on Oct. 12 when the Falcons travel
down Boute 28 to battle the Findlay College Oilers. There is a possibility
that this game will be played at night. This will add a little variety to the
tough eight game schedule of the Falcons.
Michigan Normal's battling Huron* will come here for Homecoming
Oct. 19 seeking revenge for the 23-13 lacing the Falcons gave them last year.
The Ypsilanti institution is the alma mater.of Coach Ockerman.
On Oct. 28 the Brown and Orange gridders will travel to Columbus to
play Capital University. The Capitalists were the only team to defeat the
staters last year, and this was by the close score of 7-6.
Kent State will come here for a game Nov. 2, and if the Golden Flashes
remember the way the Falcons spoiled their homecoming last year by giving
then a 34-0 drubbing, they will no doubt be out to turn the tables on the
Ockermen.
The first football game with Woostcr College in the Falcon history will
be played at Wooster on the following week-end. The game will be of interest to Bowling Green students and citizens as the 1940 captain of the
Scots is Dick Gernert, son of Dr. W. H. Gernert of Bowling Green.
WILL PLAY KENTUCKY TEACHERS ...
The big event of the season in the eyes of the players and boosters alike
will be the game played against Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College
at Richmond, Ky., on Nov. 16. The game will be the first for the Falcons in
Kentucky, and probably will constitute the longest trip ever made by any
BGSU athletic team. The teachers college is about the same size as Bowling
Green with an enrollment of 500 men and 7B0 women. Other bits of information about the teachers are, their colors are maroon snd white, they are
called the Maroons, they have a 76 piece marching band, they have a concrete stadium with a seating capacity of 8,000—it's named the Hanger, they
are members of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association, and their
head football coach—if he hasn't found a better job, is Rome Bankin who
has a record of turning out good football teams.
The Ockermen will wind-up the season's festivities when they take a
jaunt up to Detroit to engage the Wayne University Tartars in a Turkey Day
fracas. The game was originally boooked for the Saturday after the holiday
but it was changed by the Wayne officials during the summer.
Last year the brood upset the favored motor city eleven on the. local
gridiron by a close 9-0 count and the Tartars will no doubt be out to win
this one.
So there they are. Bowling Green's hit parade, probably the toughest
eight tunes played by any band of Falcons in the history of the school.

A SHOT IN THE ARM . ..
Although the reports in the Toledo paper that Pep Justo, the former DeSales College boxing coach, has been hired to tutor the pugilistic
sport at Bowling Green have not been verified by the president's office it has
been found out that he will be enrolled in the University as a post graduate
student and will no doubt take a hand in the boxing on the campus. To
dais the fistic endeavors hsve been sponsored by the Varsity Club with
grud success snd with the sid of s veteran fighter and coach to serve as ■
"shut in the arm" it will rise to new heights on the campus.
CROSS COUNTRY
6 Oberlin, her.
M Opes. 4.
26 Case S
I of Applied

WELCOME
STUDENTS
Sci.

NevesaJber
1 A.hUnd College, here
• At Wooster College
IS Ceafereace Meet at Ofcerlin

W.lcom. Stud.nl. 1

G. & M. Cut
Rate Drugs
100 S. Main St.
PHONE 6071

TOBACCO aad CANDIES
PASTRIES

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP

University Service Sta.

SHOES DYED ANY COLOR

"At the University campus"

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR JOE . . . YOU'LL
FIND HIM AT THE PARROT.

Complete Fountain Service
Lunches . Sandwiches
Regular Meals
■jf Save ten percent on meal tickets

PARROT RESTAURANT
"ACROSS, FROM THE CAMPUS"

BEE GEE

Harriers To
Start Drills
For Season
Five Award Winners Are
Expected To Return
For Service
A call for canidates for the 1940
edition of the Falcon Cross Country
team will be isued during the next
week, according to Coach Paul E.
Landis, cross country coach.
Although it was thought for a
while that the sport would be dropped from the athletic set-up it now
appears that since Coach Landis has
been relieved of his duties as Freshman football coach that the sport
should rise to new heights.
There will be five veteran hill
and dalers back from last year's
team that won three, lost three and
finished fourth in the Ohio Conference meet.
The lettermen that are expected
to form the nuecleus for this year's
team are Jim Onifrio, Jay Parker,
Louis DeSandro, Luthur Rosan and
Benny Michels. There will also be
some fine Sophomore candidates on
hand to give the award winners s
go for their money.
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36 Falcons Assemble For
Initial Grid Workouts Here
Ockerman Sends Squad Through Double pnn/ Fc Qonr1u
Training Sessions Daily; Iwelve
For Big Year
Lettermen In Uniform

Bowling Green will be Swim
Three dozen Falcon gridders responded to Coach Harry Ockerman's first call for canidates for the 1940 Brown and Orange Conscience this year," stated Director of the Natatorium M. Budd
football team.
Cox, "if our new plan works out aa
Included in the group of 36 huskies that went through the Wt expect it to and I believe it will."
first conditioning drills were 12 of the 14 returning lettermen.
Tho only stipulation, however, is
The only award winners that did not put in an appearance at that the activity card is signed by
the initial practice were Dewey Johnson, last years' pile driving Dr. W. H. Brown of the health serfullback and Captain-elect of the 1940-41 cage team and Don vice which would indicate that the
swimmers are physically fit.
Brashley monogram winning guard.*""
"This year," ho went on, "the
Positions Aatigned
The canidates will continue twoAlthough no positions are cinched registration fee for the use of the
-a-day sessions until the commenc- and there will be changes later on, pool is included in registration fees,
ing of classes in preparation for each man has been assigned a set of so there will be 1700 swimmers on
the campus."
their opener
against
Wittenberg plays to learn.
As usual the suits and towels will
Bob Barnett who earned considerCollege on the local field Oct. 5.
be furnished but it will be mandaable
state-wide
mention
for
his
Coach Ockerman has announced
tory for all swimmers to have caps
work last year, is the lesding right
several changes and shifts that he guard candidate.
His understudies of their own. Caps will be on sale
expects will bolster the team consid- are two freshmen hefties in the per- at the natatorium at cost.
A new ceiling has been put in the
erably. Ralph Foster has been shif- sons of Tony Amos and Boyd natatorium and new equipment has
ted to an end post from his halfbsck Smith.
been installed.
Emil Ihnat has the inside track
The pool will be open for inspecposition. He is expected to share
the left end assignment with Good for the left tackle post but will re- tion by students and faculty memand Bob Roper.
Chuck Catanese ceive plenty of opposition from Bob bers form 9:30 to 11:30 a. m., 1 to
5 and 7 to 9 p. m. daily and will be
has been returned to the pivot po- Eckert and Don Haliwell.
The left guard position was left put on its full schedule September
sition where he won much acclaim
Remodeling of the training room in his sophomore year before being open when Don Brashley, who won 23.
Visitors are requested by Mr.
in the men's physical education shifted into the backfleld last year his award as "Pasty" Knecht's unbuilding has just been completed to take over the fullback duties. He derstudy, dropped from school at Cox to use the front entrance and
Although Don ex- the galleries, being sure to stay off
snd the installation of the new will receive able assistance from let- the semester.
equipment has been made in prep- terman Tabler and Ralph Quisen- pected to return to summer school the decks.
and
thereby
maintain
his eligibility
paration for the 1940 football sea- bery. Another change finds Dick
Leathers, who was a reserve full- he found steady employment in a
son.
The remodeling work included the back last year, being switched to steel mill and he will not return this
doubling of the available floor space the right tackle slot. The compe- year.
At present Bud Shirk and Dick
and the placing of a wall of win- tition for this job will be torrid,
dows along the west side of the however, as two 200-pounders up Dunipace, reserves from last years'
from the frosh squad in the persons squad, end sophomores Eugene Ritroom.
The biggest year yet is the goal of
The new equipment that has been of Steve Randolph and Bob Me- chie and Bob Oswald are candidates tho intramural department under
the supervision of Coach Paul E.
purchased by the athletic depart- Cloud are after the job. The final for this post.
ment includes a whirl pool steam change finds the hard plunging DeLandis. Putting forth the motto of
Plenty of Backs Return
wey
Johnson
being
moved
over
to
bath, a diathermic ray machine and
"A sport for every man" tho departHarold
Mchlow
is
the
returning
the
vacated
fullback
spot.
Hia
comtwo infra-red lamps.
These mament under the direct control of
chines will be used to treat sprains petitors for the job are Lowell Siel- veteran performer at the right Senior Student
Manager
Robert
and bruises. Also a ultra dclux ahot, Don Blatchford and Frank Ca- flunk. Paul Becker and Chuck Buck- Wayland expects to serve an even
enmeyer are other right wingmen. larger number of men with a more
sabon.
medicino kit has been purchased.
The quarterback post will be
rounded, program.
shared by two lettermen, Ed. MusAmong the sports that will be
sill and John Fails. They will re- sponsored by the department will
ceive support from Bob Dillman. bo boxing,
basketball,
volleyball,
Captain Stave Brudtinski is a handball, ping pong, weight-lifting,
fixture at the left halfback post. tennis, golf, and shufflcboard, softHis understudies are Ted Grignon, ball and swimming.
Winnie Park and Tom Temple.
Although the freshman managers
Eddie Wellner and Frank Usak
Bowling Green State University will have three new mem- arc sharing the other backfleld post have not been named as yet a parcel
list of men that are expected to
bers on its athletic department staff according to announcements with Mike Kish in reserve.
aid Manager Wayland include Fred
made by President F. J. Prout's during the summer.
Graf, assistant
senior
manager;
Although the only full-time member that is being added is
Johnny Keown, junior
manager,
Fred E. Marsh, who will teach hygiene and coach freshfan footJim Showkeer,, sophomore manager
ball and basketball, LaMar Knecht and Joe Glander will serve
and Jay Stamen and Eugene ThomSB grsduate assistants.
as assistants.
Mr. Marsh resigned his position

Training Room Is
Enlarged, Equipped

Intramural Heads
Plan Big Program

Fred E. Marsh, Joe Glander,
Posty Knecht Join P. E. Staff

Madaras Chosen
On All-Star Eleven

* aa physical education director and

Big George Madaras, 230 pound COUPON—This adv. and 30c will
assistant coach at Bowling Green end from the 1939 Falcon football
clean and press a pair of trousers,
a sweater, or a skirt. Coupon must
High School to accept his new posi- team, won additional honors for
There *r« tevaral opening •
be presented. Home Laundry and
in the student manager's staff
tion on the University staff. How- himself and Bowling Green Stats
University when he was elected, by
for th« coming; football ■••ton.
Dependable Dry Cleaners, 166 W.
ever
it
Is
not
the
first
time
he
has
state-wide balloting, for a position
Any uppercleitmen who ar« inWooster St.
served
the
University
as
its
Freshon the Cleveland Press All-Star
terested in this work ere urged
man
coach
as
he
performed
these
team that played the Cleveland
to report to Coach Harry Ockerduties in 1934, the year he grad- Rams, National league professional
man while prospective Frosh
football team, in a charity game.
managers should contact Coach
uated.
During the six years he served at
Fred Marsh.
Although the pros turned out to
Rewards will be given these
the high school, he worked out his much for the college boys and won
naanagera for their work.
If. A. at Columbia Universlt's Col- in a walk by a 29-0 count, George
lege of Education during summer earned himself considerable praise
for his fine end play.
Other Ex-Falcon footballers that
"Gifts For Ever* Occasion"
^Freddie or Fred, ss Mr. Msrsh is known to his friends, beside, being s
just missed being chosen on the
keen student of athletic technique and a firm believer in good sportsman- Press Team were Captain Ed Siminship, has also made a fine record for himself ss sn sthleta.
ski and LeMar "Posty" Knecht, AllHeadquarter*
During his dsys st Bowling Green High School, Coah Marsh was a star Ohio selections last fall and Mike
In both basketball and football, being elected captain of the cage team in Kormazis, who was chosen on the
for
All American Greek team at the end
hia senior year.
He entered Denison University and during his one year there he earned of last season's play. These boys
University Jewelry
his numerala in football. The following year he transfered to Bowling were all in the first ten in the balGreen, where he established himself ss one of the better gridders in the loting for their positions and lost
and
state by being nsmed on sevrsl mythical sll-star tam. Also he continued out by a very small margin.
In
another
All-Star
selection
Arhis work on the hardwoods under the Brown and Orange banner.
Fraternity and Sorority
chie Steele, 130 pound Falcon quarCoach Marsh is married and is the father of s baby girl.
terback
for
three
years,
landed
He Is active in Bowling Green civic affairs, being one of the more active
Jewelry
ninth place in the balloting for
members of the newly-formed Country Club. He is also one of the city's
quarterback on the aggregation that
better golfers.
played the Green Bay Packers at
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED—
Joe Glanders, who has taken up his duties as athletic trainer came here Soldiers Field in Chicago. Had
from Sandusky where he served in the public schools ss Junior High coach his 240,000 votes placed him one
step higher in the ranks he would
and Senior High School trainer.
Diamonds . . Watches
have made the team that battled
Mr. Glanders plans to work on his
the championship pro team.
Jewelry . . Rings
degree in Biological Sciences, undertaking projects relative to the field
Shaalfer Pent . . Pencils
of caring for athletic injuries.
Greetings Card.
Joe took his undergraduate work
at Ohio University, graduating in
Printed Stationery
1936.
He majored in physical educstion snd completed minors in
Laclen LeLong P.rfnai.s
A hamburg that is a
social and biological sciences. While
Gifts
he was there he earned his varsity

Notice

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

Giant Hamburg

sward in track.
Trainer Glanders is married and
the father of three children, one of
which is not yet two weeks old.
L.MAR KNECHT
Lamar Knecht, or "Posty" ss he is better known, is the second member
of the staff serving oc a student asaistantship.

IF YOU LIKE THE
BEST IN FOODEAT at

Harvey's
Restaurant
a. W. BEATTIE, Plop.
128 W. Weester

meal in itself

121 N. Main Street

Next to Cross Motor Sales
South Main Street

PHONE 6404

Shoe Repairing

Shine

S
Valet Service Shop
III Wait Weester

Neat to Police Oafee
"FOR A SYNCOPATED SHINE SEC GEORGE OR SAMMY"

Dry Cleaning

.

PHONE 6901

Hats Blocked
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Headquarters For
UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES
Freshman Caps!
NOTE BOOK BINDERS
EYE-EASE FILLERS
HITCH-HIKING STICKERS
RULERS—INK—FILMS

UNIVERSITYPOLO SHIRTS
STATIONERY
SHEAFFER PENCILS

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

Parrot Restaurant
The University Store
"ACROSS FROM THE CAMPUS"

Opening

under

Wedding Bells Ring
Out As Student
Couples Say 'I Do'

new

management

Sue Bellows and Richard Wallace
were married on June 23 in the
Methodist Church of Glbsonburg by
candle-light and to the strains of wedding music. Both Mr. and Mrs. Wallace are Bowling Green graduates.
The bride was a Five Sister and the
groom a Five Brother.
Mr. Wallace is now coach at Clay
High School.

Student Plate Lunch
for 25c
Excellent Dinners
Moderate Prices

Woman's Club
Dining Room

Announcement was made on June
6 of the marriage of Virginia English
and William Ward, Jr. which took
place April 0 in Midland, Pa. Mrs.
Ward was a graduate of the University in 1938 and was a member of the
Five Sister sorority.
Mr. Ward is a graduate of Hiram
College and is now connected with
Brooks Oil Co. of Cleveland.
The couple live in Newberry, Ohio.

Mae H. Hammond, Mgr.

READ THE ADS

N.w Fall Shades in
GOTHAM "GOLD STRIPE"
HOSIERY
Accessories to match any
outfit

HANDantiquing doe» it. Their bandbox newness it toned down
with dark itein so they look
like old loves at first sight.

Bon Ton Hat
Shoppe

Uhlman's Shoe
Store

Next to Penney's
Second Floor

WELCOME STUDENTS
WE HOPE YOU HAVE A SUCCESSFUL YEAR

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
139 E..I Wooatar

Phono 6611

KIGER'S

DRUGS
for

Every Day

LOW PRICES

108 South Main Street

We Repair All Makes of Fountain Pens
Accounting Supplies

Colored Inks

Drawing
Instruments
Scalee

Colored Pencila

Scalei

Colored Paper

A
Complete

Trianglea
French
Carree
Rating Pane
Chemistry Note
Book Eaa.
Steacil*

Line
of

University

T Seu.ro
Scotch Drafting
Tea*

♦-

When the big dances of the year
come around (and there will be plenty of them), you want to be prepared
to attend. The first big affair takes
place, of course, tonight and a week
from Saturday comes the All-Campus
Dance arranged by the Three Kay
Sorority.
Then there is a lull, so far as big
dances are concerned and none come
around until Homecoming weekend,
starting October 18 when the Interorganization Council haa its homecoming dance.
During the same
weekend, all fraternities have their
annual dances.
The week following, the Las Amigas sorority sponsors another all campus dance. On November 9, Skols
have their annual "Sweater Swing"
sport dance and the whole U. is invited.
A week later on November 16, the
boys nnd girls don their formal clothes
for the first time of the year to go to
the Inter-Sorority Formal.
This
dance, however, is restricted to sorority members and their dates.
The Varsity Club steps into the
spotlight on November 29 to sponsor
the All-Campus Kick-Off dance.
The evening after, there is the International Festival put on by the Y.
W.C.A. The colorful affair is usually held in the Recreation Hall.
The last big dance before Christmas vacation is the Commoners' AllCampus Winter Dance.
Following vacation on January 17,
again the Skol sorority provides an
all-campus dance which concludes all
dances for the first semester.

Supplies

Note Book Co.or.
Note Book Filler*
Eraaera
Hactographa

Shaaffar Fo.nl.i«
Peaa
Indelible M.rki.g
lak
CUealaere
Accounting Chaaaia-

Thuaab Tack.

Meaie
Drawing

Drawing Peaeita

Biolog,

Tonight the Y. M. and Y. W. will
hold their Annual Freshmen week
mixer when all four classes meet for
the first time this year at a social
gathering. The first of the evening
will be devoted to "get acquainted"
games. Square dancing and social
dancing will follow.
If the weather permits,
the
games will be played on the tennis
courts. Otherwise, they are scheduled for the Women's Building.

College Students
Remember the

Ross Bakery
For fine Baked Goods
and Pastries

PARKER VACUMATK
Complete selection of points and style
Se« them at

JEWELER
115 West Wooster Street

Dr. Ruth Bourne has accepted a
position in the history department
of Winthropc State College for
Women in Rockhill N. C. The college has on enrollment of about 2000
while Rockhill is a town of 15,000.
Dr. Nordmann Injured
In Fall From Ladder
Dr. B. F. Nordmonn, member of
the history department, is confined
to his home as the result of a fall
this summer. Dr. Nordmann broke
both ankles when a ladder turned
out from under him.

BOWLING GREEN'S SMARTEST SHOP
ANNOUNCES

The opening of the College Shop
Informal. . . Latest Styles
Finest garments for every occasion

THE GENEVIEVE SHOP
West Wooster Street

In July, Mr. and Mrs. Alguiro announced the marriage of their daughter, Virginia, to Donald R. Patterson,
son of Mrs. A. M. Patterson and the
late A. M. Patterson, which had taken
place in February in Angola, Indiana.
Both from Bowling Green, the
couple were enrolled in the freshman
and sophomore classes respectively
last year.
They have made their home in an
apartment here in Bowling Green.
The marriage of Janet Stump, junior May queen attendant last spring,
and Richard Hagemeyer, former
graduate of Bowling Green was
solemnized on August 24 in the home
town of the bride, Athens, Michigan.
Mrs. Hagemeyer was affiliated with
Five Sisters sorority.
Mr. Hagemeyer belonged to the
Five Brothers fraternity. He Is now
teaching in the Pemberville schools.
Eleanor McElhaney, a student at
the University for two years, became
the bride of Richard F. Stoots, Bowling Green, on June 16 in the First
Methodist Church. Reverend Ray L.
Cross performed the ceremony.
The couple have made their residence in Bowling Green.
Announcement of the marringe of
Bette Bradley, sophomore last year,
was made this summer at the time of
her wedding in Waterville.
The bride was a Five Sister and
active member of the Bee Gee News
staff.
On June 14 the marriage of Wahnita Kershner and Kerrait Witte, both
former students of Bowling Green
State University, waa solemnized in
Perrysburg.
Mrs. Witte taught in
the Liberty Center schools before her
marriage.
Mr. Witte is employed at the B. R.
Baker Co. in Toledo where the couple
live in the DelMar apartments.
Miss Mary Louise Frailer, secretary to Dr. Frank Prout, waa quietly
married to Richard Cummins of Fort
Jennings, Ohio, In a wedding solemside in Bowling Green. The bride is
nized this summer. The couple recontinuing her duties as secretary to
the president.

Official Sappliea

Art G.-

TRY KIGER'S FIRST

Accept New Positions

FOR REAL MI ID A ESS
(/AND BETTER TASTE

Hectograph Ink
Debate Cardi

Y.M.-Y.W. Mixer
Held Tonight At 8

At 8 p. m., • band will awing
out and the evening's dancing will
begin.
Refreshments will be served after
intermission during which there will
be a floor show.
All arrangements for the festivities hare been handled by the "Y"
organizations.

N. S. CROSBY

Former Instructors

Specialities in Sandwiches

Enginaaring mmd
Architect'!

Dances Fill Social Calendar;
Inter-Sorority Set For Nov. 16

Faculty To Frolic At
Otsego Park Tomorrow
Tomorrow evening, the University faculty will hold its annual Fall
pienie at the Otsego Park shelter
house at 5:46 o'clock. The Faculty
Dames are in charge of arrangements. Mrs. Paul E. Landis is chairof the picnic coeaaiittee.

.

Ihese are the twin pleasures you look for
in a cigarette. You'll find them in every Chesterfield you
smoke...and it takes the right combination of the world's
best cigarette tobaccos united in Chesterfields to give
you the added pleasure of a cooler smoke... Make your
ntxtpack Cbtsterfield and join tbt millions of smokers who say

-pf^^
...ui ittUrta ...
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